Services

**Convoy Escort**

Borgs & Schwarz is your reliable partner in all aspects of safeguarding your heavy-duty transport. Starting from route exploration and transport authorization to convoy escort and traffic infrastructure you can receive full service from one source. We eliminate barriers and show the correct way.

Contact us for special requirements, demands or wishes. We are happy to support you especially at difficult tasks. Together we will find the right solution for you.

**Permission Service**

**Administrative Assistant**

**Route Exploration**

**Traffic Infrastructure**
Convoy Escort

- Safeguarding of heavy-duty transports
- BF2/BF3/BF3+/BF4-Escorts
- Complete transport organisation
- Operation throughout Germany
- High and short term availability

We safeguard your large-capacity and heavy-duty transport reliably to its destination. Benefit from our flexibility and punctuality.

Our modern vehicles are equipped according to national regulations of the federal expert group for heavy-duty transports and crane works (BSK) and fulfill the requirements of the guidelines for exceptional convoys (RGST). Our experienced drivers are very familiar with the procedures of these transports.

Overwidth, overlength, axle combinations, trailers and wind turbines (rotor blade, telescope saddle, tower adapter, etc.) are part of our daily business.
Permission Service

- TÜV-Certificates
- Exceptional approval acc. §70 Abs.1 StVZO
- Exceptional approvals acc. §46 Abs.1 StVO
- Permission applications acc. §29 Abs. 3 StVO
- Permanent permission applications
- International authorizations
- Police registration, traffic regulations
- Short response times

We do the complete permission application exactly tailored to your special transport demands. Whether you need approvals according § 29, 46, 70 or exceptional approvals, permission, authorizations, national or international, we ensure the optimal processing of your project.

Due to good cooperation with the authorities, we can process your request without delay. We pay attention to critical deadlines and organize the necessary TÜV-certificates and all other documents.
Since 30.05.2017, the new German administrative regulations for §29 paragraph 3 and §46 section 1 number 5 StVO apply. Thus, the legal basis is given to relieve the police of tasks related to exceptional convoys by the help of administrative assistants.

Administrative assistants are briefed on the specifics of the route by the road traffic authorities and the police. They are specially trained and tested for their responsible job. Our administrative assistants are permitted to safeguard your transport as a substitute for the police escort. Your benefit is even more service from one single source. This leads to even greater flexibility, punctuality and an overall responsibility for the whole transport management.
Route Exploration

- Route exploration and check
- Route log
- Alternative routes
- Photos and measurements on site

Our exploration and check of the route will identify possible obstacles and critical points right in time. If necessary, we are looking for alternative routes for your exceptional transport.

Inter alia, we check headrooms of bridges, power lines, traffic lights, street lighting. Curve radii are measured, passages/entrances/exits are checked. At your request, we will provide a short protocol or a detailed route protocol with current photos and measurements.

As a result, the drivers of your exceptional transport are well prepared for critical areas and have information about turning points and lane change. Unnecessary stops or delays will be avoided.
Traffic Infrastructure

- Setup of no-stop and no-parking zones
- Permission applications for traffic regulation
- Mobile road plates made of combi-plastic
- Traffic sign service
- Special vehicles for installation missions
- Mobile workshop

Our employees are trained in accordance with German regulation RSX 95 & ZTV-SA 97. They are trained in accordance with the information sheet on basic conditions for specialist knowledge of traffic safety roadworks (MVAS 99). We will arrange the setup of no-stop and no-parking zones, starting with the permission application for traffic regulation acc. § 45 & § 46 up to the proper installation of the traffic signs. Upon customer request, we provide the follow-up.

In special cases, we use mobile road plates made of combi-plastic to protect the road and the tires.

With our special vehicles for installation missions (mobile workshop) our traffic sign service is able to clear the way for you by removing obstacles. After the transport has been completed, we return the entire route to its original state.
Company Profile

We are a committed family business that is continuously and successfully developing since its founding in year 2006 by Dietmar Schwarz. Thomas Borgs and Ingrid Schwarz run the company.

With 22 escort vehicles, we operate throughout Germany. Our vehicles are equipped with variable traffic warning systems and safety equipment as well as with radio, phone and telefax. Our drivers are continuously trained and of course all got the necessary BSK license.

The motivation and qualification of our team distinguishes us. Working in fairness and partnership with customers, suppliers and employees is the basis of our company. The personal contact and support of our customers is important to us. We want you to be pleased!
Contact

Thomas Borgs  
Borgs & Schwarz GbR  
Bernhard-Hahn-Straße 30  
D-41812 Erkelenz  
Germany

+49 2431 8144200  
+49 2431 8144209  
info@borgs-schwarz.de

I look forward to your inquiry or message.

Office times: Mo-Fr 8:00-17:00 Uh

Homepage: www.transportbegleiter.de

General conditions: agb.transportbegleiter.de

Privacy policy: dts.transportbegleiter.de

Operations / Hotline  +49 2431 8144200